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problems are durable.  
solutions change.



What are we talking about today? 

1. why new HR strategies are required in today’s 
changing workplace

2. six key strategies to focus on in 2023 (and 
future-proof your company)

3. a framework to set you and your team up for 
success 

4. some final mindsets…













six key strategies to improve 
the employee experience

…and future-proof HR



1. be more agile









Most painful thing to 
experience? 







more than measurement



use consumer principles



Talent Relationship SystemsCustomer Relationship Systems

Use Consumer Principles



2. digital now, not tomorrow



What is your HR TECH strategy?



it’s an automated world

and HR is just living in it.



the impact:

allow to shift your energy
to other things!













3. reskilling & upskilling must be 
in your talent strategy



no longer a trend…
a survival strategy



https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/to-emerge-stronger-from-the-covid-19-crisis-companies-should-start-reskilling-their-workforces-now



https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/building-workforce-skills-at-scale-to-thrive-during-and-after-the-covid-19-crisis



protect learning budgets
(or regret it later)





4. you need a DEI strategy…
period.





representation
is not enough





5. a human-first culture



EQ wins over IQ



Mental Physical Social Financial



build empathetic leaders



https://info.businessolver.com/empathy-2019-executive-summary



Compensation
& Benefits

Modern 
Recognition

Career 
Development 



Compensation
& Benefits

Modern 
Recognition

Career 
Development 















reinforce purpose 
and values



https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/the-new-possible-how-hr-can-help-build-the-organization-of-the-future





6. leverage your secret 
weapons: managers



71

manus    agere



72

are managers tools?



Stop whatever 
you’re doing and 
finish this thing I 
forgot to do.







enable with tools.
don’t create tools. 





BUSINESS 
STRATEGY

HR STRATEGY
BUSINESS 
STRATEGY

PEOPLE 
STRATEGY

EX STRATEGY



where do I start? 



FROM TO



digital now, not tomorrow

be more agile

embrace DEI

a human first-culture

reskill & upskill

remote/hybrid workplace?

building more inclusive cultures?

employee wellness concerns?

changing employee expectations?

speed in transformation & change? 

Ask, are we doing anything 
differently about it?

enable (and leverage) leadersshifting employee demographics?

…specific to your business
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Set the vision.
Define what success looks like
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Reflect on what’s changing in 
your business



mindsets to leave 
you with
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